Photo Frame Camera
Made by Spy Equipment UK - The Photo Frame
Camera is a self-contained high definition with DVR
cleverly concealed behind the selected picture, within a
glass-fronted picture frame that would not look out of
place in any living room or on an office desktop. Covert
room video surveillance at its best!

Product Code: PF5C

£205.00 (exc. VAT)

£246.00 (inc. VAT)

Even in the modern world a favourite or special picture in a frame on a
desk or on the side in a living room or maybe bedroom certainly does
not seem out of place. The Photo Frame Camera was conceived with
this in mind providing an everyday object in which hide a camera 'in
plain sight' without arousing suspicion.

Photo Frame Camera - Exceptionally Covert
Design
Just like our hidden audio recorders, covert camera systems are
designed to be discreet, but in the case of the Photo Frame Camera,
locating the camera, that is positioned in a dark area of the picture is
almost impossible even under the closest of scrutiny. With the camera
naturally viewing out of the front face of the picture frame through the
glass, it is the ideal room surveillance device, which means that the
product is able to neatly fit into many room environments without
attracting any suspicion.

Multiple Recording and Memory Option
This camera system produces high quality, 720p HD video with audio
and time/date stamping on the recorded footage, which is quite often
crucial for evidential reasons. Although it is pre-programmed in throughthe-lens motion activated mode, the unit can be easily setup to,
scheduled and timed recording if required. The recording system also
has an overwrite function for continuous recording with memory storage
capacities of 32GB as standard or 64/128GB as a paid upgrade at time
of purchase if required.

Battery Powered
Capability

-

Extended

Features
Cleverly concealed spy camera
system incorporated within a photo
frame
Made in the UK. Engineered with
covert deployment in mind –
Camera
lens
is
effectively
impossible to identify
Simple to use – ‘plug and play’
technology with no specialist
knowledge required
Primarily set for ‘thru the lens’
motion activated video (with audio)
recording (alternative setup made
easy through included software
widget
Video Resolution: 1280x 720p @
20 Frames per second
Will record in colour perfectly in
daylight, but has auto-switching to
night mode for when the lighting
gets very dim in the area of
deployment
(changes
to
black/white)
Excellent quality CMOS pinhole
lens – decent wide camera view
angle: of 62 degrees...

Recording

The rechargeable batteries are sandwiched between the image and the
back cover, so concealed from view. When fully charged the system has
a straight recording time of up to 30 hours, ho

Please note that more information available online.
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